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UK regulations requiring large employers to publish data on their Gender Pay
Gap came into effect on 6th April 2017, and apply to organisations with more
than 250 qualifying UK employees, a threshold that Pantheon met in 2021.

GENDER PAY 
EXPLAINED 

The Gender Pay Gap (GPG) is the difference between
the average (mean & median) total earnings* of men
and women across the workforce. It does not factor in
level, role type or experience.

Equal Pay refers to the relative pay of colleagues of different
sexes for carrying out the same or a similar job.
Gender Pay Gap is the difference between the average earnings
of male and female colleagues, irrespective of role or seniority.

How the GPG is calculated

GPG vs Equal Pay

While Equal Pay law is intended to prevent pay discrimination among colleagues
performing the same or similar work, the aim of Gender Pay Gap reporting is to
increase transparency around the difference in average pay between men and
women, with the aim of reducing the gap over time.

*total earnings measures the difference in the hourly pay of men and women. | 1
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KEY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

*source CIPD https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/gender-pay-gap-guide-march21_tcm18-91629.pdf

REPORTING 
REQUIREMENTS UK firms are legally required to publish six specific measures of the

Gender Pay Gap, to provide a holistic view of where disparity may exist
and why. For example, in a given organization recruitment processes
may impact starting salaries, while performance management may
impact the bonus gap.

Difference 
between the 

mean bonus paid 
to male relevant 
employees and 
female relevant 

employees 

Difference 
between the 

median bonus
(mid-point) paid 
to male relevant 
employees and
female relevant 

employees 

Mean
Bonus Gap

Median
Bonus Gap

Proportion of male and female relevant
employees who were paid bonus pay
during the relevant period

Proportion of male and female full-pay
relevant employees in lower, lower middle,
uppermiddleandupper quartilepaybands

Figure 1: The six measures of the Gender Pay Gap include: 
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20.1%
Mean Gender
Bonus Gap

24.8%
Median Gender
Bonus Gap

10.7%
Mean Gender 
Pay Gap

22.8%
Median Gender 
Pay Gap

GENDER PAY
GAP STATS

Gender Pay Gap 2021 – the statistics: 
Pay Gap: On average, there is a 10.7% mean GPG and 22.8% median GPG in 
Pantheon’s reported numbers.

Bonus Gap: On average, there is a 20.1% mean Gender Bonus Gap and 24.8% 
median Gender Bonus Gap.

Slides 6-11 provide additional context for
Pantheon’s Gender Pay Gap – and the 
proactive steps we are taking to address it. 
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Our data demonstrates that a similar percentage of men and
women received a bonus. Individuals who did not receive a bonus
were not eligible for a bonus in 2020, in line with Pantheon’s
Compensation Policy (i.e., they joined on or after 1 October 2020).

% OF STAFF WHO 
RECEIVED A BONUS 

Female 
colleagues 
who 
received a 
bonus

Males 
colleagues 

who 
received a 

bonus85.6%89%
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GENDER PAY
GAP QUARTILES

33%
Upper

67%
Upper

71%

Upper
Middle

51%
Lower

Middle

56%
Lower

29%
Upper
Middle

49%
Lower
Middle

44%

Lower

Gender Pay Gap Quartiles show the percentage split of men 
and women within each quartile of Pantheon’s data set. Our 
Gender Pay Quartiles highlight that there are more men than 
women in senior positions and investment roles, which are 
typically more highly paid. 
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Our Commitment to Diversity
Tackling the causes of the Gender Pay Gap



OUR COMMITMENT 
TO DIVERSITY

OUR HISTORY OF PROMOTING GENDER DIVERSITY

We understand that Pantheon’s Gender Pay Gap is driven primarily by
the fact that there are more men than women in the qualifying data set
working in senior and/or investment roles – and that this is not an issue
that is unique to Pantheon. As part of our wider focus on Inclusion and
Diversity, we have committed to drive change within the industry with
the aim of achieving full gender balance.

PANTHEON HAS LONG BEEN A LEADER ON DIVERSITY:

In 2015, Helen Steers, Investment Partner and Senior Manager of
Pantheon International Plc, co-founded Level 20, a not-for-profit
organization focused on increasing the number of women in the Private
Equity industry. Pantheon continues to be a sponsor and contributor to
the success of this mission.

In 2016, Pantheon became the first private equity investment firm
globally to transparently publish our gender diversity data on our
public website.
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OUR COMMITMENT 
TO DIVERSITY

OUR ACTIONS (CONTINUED)

In 2017, Jie Gong, Investment Partner and Vice-Chair of the Hong
Kong Venture Capital and Private Equity Association (HKVCA),
spearheaded the launch of the first-ever ESG-related award in Asia.

In 2018, Pantheon became a signatory to the UK government’s
Women in Finance Charter, under which we commit to publishing
our progress against targets for gender diversity in senior
management roles (see slide 10 for full details).

In 2020, Pantheon mandated our recruitment partners to provide a
50% diverse candidate pool for all roles (combining gender and
ethnic diversity – see slide 11 for full details).

In 2021, Pantheon became a sponsor of the Diversity Project in the
UK – and in particular, its ‘gender diversity’ workstream. Meanwhile, Ana
Zarruk, Head of Latin America, co-founded the WAI (Women in
Alternative Investments Network), which promotes, encourages,
and empowers women within the private equity industry in Colombia.

In 2022, Pantheon has partnered with GAIN to provide internship
opportunities to female and non-binary students who aspire to a career
in investment management.
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What are we doing?
Putting the Gender Pay Gap in context – and how we’re aiming to close it



PANTHEON’S COMMITMENT TO GENDER DIVERSITY

As a signatory to the UK government’s Women in Finance Charter,
Pantheon is committed to promoting gender balance, including
setting internal targets for gender diversity in senior management
and publishing progress against these targets publicly.

Specifically, we have set an objective to ensure that the proportion
of women who are engaged in the day-to-day management and
operations of our firm (identified as Global Heads of Departments
and/or members of Pantheon’s Partnership Board) is at least 33%.
As of January 2021, the figure stood at 37%.

Pantheon actively supports several organizations promoting
gender equality in private equity; more information can be found on
the Pantheon website, here.

WHAT ARE WE 
DOING ABOUT IT?

33% 37% 38%

Source: 1 In January 2020 Pantheon updated its annual target from 30% to 33% in line with the Hampton-
Alexander Review target that wo men’s representation on leadership teams should be 33% by 2020. 

Annual Target1

At least
Current –

2021
Previous Year 

2020
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WHAT ARE WE 
DOING ABOUT IT?

RECRUITMENT AND COMPENSATION

RECRUITMENT
Pantheon has a dedicated recruitment function with clear and established
practises in place to attract diverse talent to the firm. All colleagues involved
in hiring are fully trained, and our structured recruitment processes are
designed to avoid bias. As an example, all 3rd party suppliers are specifically
required to deliver balanced shortlists that are 50% gender and ethnically
diverse. We also have several partnerships solely focused on diverse hiring.

COMPENSATION PHILOSOPHY

Our compensation philosophy focuses on the performance of individuals to
ensure equal treatment of colleagues, regardless of gender. The Pantheon
Reward Program provides a global compensation framework that allows for
the recognition of talent and aims to both retain and motivate all staff to
achieve the firm’s strategic objectives.

We consciously screen and review our gender diversity data to mitigate
potential unconscious bias and ensure that compensation awards are fair.
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WHAT ARE WE 
DOING ABOUT IT?

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

MENTORING AT PANTHEON

Pantheon’s global mentoring programme supports the growth and
development of our people by providing junior colleagues with
direct, one-on-one coaching with senior staff from across our
business. Our objective is to improve awareness of ethnic and
gender diversity issues, challenges, and solutions, as well as to
provide junior team members with access to senior colleagues.

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS TRAINING

Pantheon provides mandatory ‘Unconscious Bias Training’ to all
staff globally. These sessions are designed to build awareness and
understanding of unconscious bias while focusing on the value of
Inclusion and Diversity in our workplace.
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** Average GPG is 
calculated by comparing 
the male and female 
mean average base 
salary of all employees 
globally, converting to 
USD.

PANTHEON’S GPG 
IN CONTEXT

CLOSING OUR GLOBAL GENDER PAY GAP

Pantheon is a global business, with close to 400 staff working from 10
global offices in London, San Francisco, New York, Chicago, Hong
Kong, Seoul, Bogotá, Tokyo, Dublin, and Berlin.

Pantheon conducts an internal analysis of our global Gender Pay Gap
by region and by team each year, independent of UK reporting
requirements. Our data shows that we are consistently closing our
average GPG*; since 2020, Pantheon’s global GPG has reduced
from 12.8% to 8.4%.
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Dianne Remanous

Global Head of Human Resources

Declaration Declaration

I confirm that the gender pay gap data contained in this report is
accurate.
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Paul Ward

Managing Partner




